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FLY OF THE MONTH
SCUD

Hook: TMC 2457 or TMC 200R sizes 10-18, weighted
Thread: 6/0 or 8/0 - color to match the body
Tail: Mallard flank or marabou fibers - tied short color to match body
Antennae: Same as tail
Rib: Clear monofilament - 4X
Back: Clear plastic over strips of flashabou
Body: Antron or African Goat dubbing - color ginger variant, olive, tan or gray

1. De-barb hook; wrap shank with a layer of thread from behind the hook eye to the bend of the hook. Wrap shank
with lead wire from 2 eye widths behind he eye to just short of the hook bend.  Cover the wire wraps with thread.

2. Tie in the tail and antennae. Tie in the ribbing material. Tie in the plastic back - it should be wide enough to
slightly fold down on each side when pulled forward over the body. Tie in several strips of pearl flashabou behind
the eye and secure it back along the top of the hook shank with thread wraps.

3. Using the dubbing loop method wrap a buggy, loose body. Pull the flashabou forward over the top of the hook
shank and tie off, leaving enough room to tie off the back and the ribbing material.  Pull the back forward over the
shank, being sure the plastic lies neatly over the top and is hanging down slightly on each side.

4. Wrap the mono ribbing forward forming even neat segmentation. Be sure the ribbing does not pull the dubbing
over the plastic backing material.  Finish with a small neat head.  Apply head cement.

5. With your bodkin pick out the under side of the body material, giving the illusion of legs. Trim as needed.

This is not a difficult fly to tie and should be tied in several sizes and colors. I tend to prefer size 16 tied with a
ginger variant colored body. It is a fly commonly used in tail waters such as Lee�s Ferry, the San Juan River and the
Green River. They will also work in still water situations.

Good tying and good fishing, Tom Smith




